Bilingual machine readable dictionaries are important and indispensable information resources for cross-language information retrieval, machine translation, and so on. Recently, these cross language informational activities have begun to focus on specific academic or technology domains. In this paper, we describe a bilingual dictionary acquisition system which extracts translations from non-parallel but comparable corpora of a specific academic domain and disambiguates the extracted translations. The proposed method is two-fold. At the first stage, candidate terms are extracted from a Japanese and English corpus, respectively and ranked according their importance as terms. At the second stage, ambiguous translations are resolved by selecting the target language translation which is the nearest in rank to the source language term. Finally, we experimentally evaluate the proposed method.
Introduction
Bilingual dictionaries in machine readable form are important and indispensable information resources for cross-language information retrieval, machine translation, and so on. These cross language informational activities have begun to focus on specific academic or technology domains. The major difficulty in building bilingual dictionaries for a specific academic or technology domain is that if we develop machine readable bilingual dictionaries by hand, it costs too much and also consumes too much time to capture the large number of new terminologies created day by day. To solve this situation, we have to develop an automatic bilingual dictionary acquisition system which uses bilingual corpora as information resources. For this purpose, much research has been carried out to extract lexical translations including translations of collocations from aligned bilingual parallel corpora. However, bilingual parallel corpora are rarely found in the above mentioned academic and technology domains because these domains are highly active and the number of published papers and documents is growing rapidly.
Therefore, we need a lexical translation acquisition system which extracts lexical translations from bilingual corpora that are not parallel but deal with the same academic or technology domain. Henceforth we call this type of corpora bilingual comparable corpora. Very few research results, i.e. (Fung 1995 :173-183, Fung and Yee 1998 :414-420, Tanaka and Iwasaki 1996 ) have been published. We describe these previous research results in section 2.
In this paper, we propose a disambiguation method for Japanese-English word translations that are extracted from Japanese and English bilingual comparable corpora. The proposed method is two-fold.
In the first stage, simple words and compound words are extracted from Japanese and English corpora respectively. These extracted words are ranked by the method described in section 3. In the second stage, from among the English lexical translations only the most relevant words are selected. However, in a nutshell, the method we propose in this paper is similar to (Fung 1995:173-183) in its basic idea, but different in several aspects. Finally and importantly, in this paper, we focus only on translations of single nouns.
Section 2 describes the background of translation extraction technique from parallel and non-parallel bilingual corpus. We describe the background of automatic term recognition technology which is very essential in our method also in section 2. The principle of our disambiguation is described in section 3 and 4. More precisely we describe a term extraction method we use in section 3, and a disambiguation method that is our essential point in this paper in section 4. The experimental evaluation is described in section 5.
Background

Translation Acquisition from Bilingual Corpus
In the last decade, much work for automated translation acquisition method aiming at translations of simple words and/or collocations from a bilingual parallel corpus has been carried out such as (Dagan and Church 1994 :34-40, Kupiec 1993 :17-22, Haruno et al 1995 :525-530, Collier et al 1998 :263-267, Smadja et al 1996 :1-38, Fung 1995 . However, aligned bilingual corpora, or even yet to be aligned parallel corpora are still very rare, especially in specific academic domain or technology domain in general. Thus an automated translation acquisition method from non-parallel but bilingual comparable corpus is still a desperately needed technology. For this purpose, several methods have been proposed.
They are a kind of methods to analyze and utilize the usage of a word, namely information of the words' co-occurring around the word whose translation is to be acquired. Precisely speaking, the outline of this kind of method is as follows. Suppose that we seek the translation Y in language B of a word X which appears in the corpus of language A. In addition, we have a bilingual dictionary between language A and B. But we consider the situation that this dictionary does not list the word X. Now the problem is to find a certain word Y in the corpus of language B which is X's translation. If the translations of words that co-occur with X in the corpus of language A co-occur with Y in the corpus of language B, Y is highly likely to be the translation of X. This is the basic idea of all works described in the following. Rapp's work (1995:320-322 ) is one of the earliest research activities along this line. After that, Rapp (1999:519-526) proposes the more efficient method for translation disambiguation. He evaluated his method with 100 words in English to 100 words in German translated from these English words by hand.
His system uses words co-occurring within 11 words from the English word and the German words in English and German non-parallel corpora to find translations. The measure of co-occurrence is similar to mutual information. Their experiment is evaluated in only 100 words. In their results, 70% of the most likely translations are correct. If ten most likely translations are taken, 89% are correct. Tanaka and Iwasaki (1996:580-585) use the co-occurring words whose translations are already known by the bilingual dictionary EDICT (Breen 1995). They optimize a translation matrix by the steepest descent method. Their method disambiguates translation of 378 words using Japanese and English non-parallel corpora. While Tanaka's method achieves outstanding performance in disambiguation, say almost 80% accuracy, the computational cost involved in disambiguation is extremely expensive due to the large amount of context information per word to be disambiguated. Due to small scale of experiment, say 378 simple words disambiguation and heavy computational cost, their method is still short of a prototype for actual application. Fung (1995:173-183 ) has tried to solve the problem of expensive computational cost by introducing context heterogeneity, that is, the number of distinct words co-occurring next to a word to be disambiguated standardized by the frequency of co-occurrence of the word. Her idea of context heterogeneity is applied to disambiguation of translation between Chinese and English. Her method directly calculate the Euclid distance between the context heterogeneity of X and that of Y. Y which has the smallest distance to X is regarded as X's translation. Her definition of distance is different from the distance we will introduce in section 4. Although her technique involves the context of an ambiguous word as Rapp and Tanaka did, context heterogeneity can be computed at an incredibly low computational cost because the amount of context information per ambiguous word is much smaller than that of the methods by Rapp and Tanaka. However Fung reports the results of disambiguation only for 58 translations, and does not show any results of large scale. After publishing this work, she moved to the same direction as Rapp (1999:519-526) did. Actually she used tf·idf and a vector space model (Harman 1992:363-392) to calculate the similarity between the context of co-occurring words of word X and that of Y (Fung and Yee 1998:414-420, Fung 1998:1-17) . The computational cost is expensive and the accuracy of the most likely translations by their method is about 30%. If we take into account the 20 most likely translations, the accuracy becomes 76%. Thus, Fung's two proposals are still failing to reach the enough accuracy for actual use.
Automatic Term Recognition
As described in section 1, in our proposed method for translation extraction, an automatic term extraction and recognition plays an indispensable role. Then, in this section, we briefly explain the methodology of automatic term extraction and recognition.
In general an automatic term extraction and recognition procedure consists of two procedures. The first one is a procedure of extracting term candidates from corpora. The second procedure is to assign each term candidate extracted by the first procedure a score that indicates how likely the term candidate is a term we would like to extract. Therefore the second procedure is essentially an recognition process. Once we assign a score to each term candidate, they are all ranked according to their scores.
Unithood and termhood
Before going details of each procedure, we have to pay attention to two essential aspects of the nature of terms, namely unithood and termhood (Kageura and Umino 1996:259-289 Linguistic units having strong unithood are compound words, collocations, and so forth.
Termhood refers to the degree that a linguistic unit is related to a domain-specific concept.
Termhood is usually calculated based on term frequency and bias of frequency (so called Inverse Document Frequency (Harman 1992:363-392) ). Even though these calculations give a good approximation of termhood, still they do not directly reflect termhood because these calculations are based on superficial statistics. This is not a meaning in a writer's mind but a meaning in use. Apparently, termhood is intended to reflect the former type of meaning.
These two notions are fundamental and essential guidelines for devising algorithms for extracting terms from corpora.
Candidate Term Extraction
Whichever aspect, namely unithood or termhood, we may rely on to extract terms, the first thing to do is to extract candidates terms from the given text corpus. Candidate terms are generally nouns or compound nouns. To extract compound nouns as promising term candidates and at the same time to exclude undesirable strings such as "is a" or "of the" , the most frequently used method is to filter out the words that are in the so called stop-word-list. In addition to a stop-word-list, more complex structures like noun phrases, collocations consisting of noun, verb, preposition, determiner and so on, become focused on (Smadja and McKeown 1990:252-259; Frantzi and Ananiadou 1996:41-46, Zhai and Evans 1996:17-23; Hisamitsu and Nitta 1996:550-555, Shimohata et al. 1997:476-481) . All of these are good candidate terms in a document or a corpus of a specific domain because all of them have a strong unithood. Needless to say, for terms of complex structure like compound words or collocations, we make the following basic assumption:
Assumption
Terms of complex structure are to be made of existing simple terms.
The structure of complex terms is another important factor for automatic term extraction. It is expressed syntactically or semantically. As a syntactic structure, dependency structures that are the result of parsing a noun phrase are focused on in many works. Of course, we need heuristics or theories based on statistics to select plausible dependency as described in (Zhai and Evans 1996:17-23 ). Since we focus on these complex structures, the first task in extracting term candidates is morphological analysis including part of speech (POS) tagging. In English, POS tagging has been one of the main issues of natural language processing, i.e. (Brill 1994a: 722-727) , and high quality POS taggers such as (Brill 1994b) have already been widely used. In Japanese, which is an agglutinative language, morphological analysis segments out words from a sentence and does POS tagging simultaneously (Matsumoto et al. 1999 ).
After POS tagging, the complex structure mentioned above is extracted as a candidate term. Previous studies have proposed many promising ways for this purpose. Ananiadou (1994 Ananiadou ( :1034 Ananiadou ( -1038 proposes a method to extract word compounds as terms. Hisamitsu and Nitta (1996:550-555) and Nakagawa (1997:598-611) concentrate their efforts on compound nouns. Smadja and McKeown (1990:252-259) , Daille et al. (1994:515-521) , Frantzi and Ananiadou (1996:41-46) and Shimohata et al. (1997:476-481) try to treat more general structures like collocations.
Ranking Candidate Terms
Once term candidates have been extracted from a text corpus, the next thing we should do is to assign a certain score to each candidate term in order to rank them in descending order of termhood. The question here is what sort of candidate terms should be ranked high. According to unithood and termhood, we have a dichotomy of scoring methods, namely scoring based on unithood and that based on termhood.
Obviously, terms with high termhood should get assigned a high score. However, to directly measure termhood of the given candidate term is extremely difficult because only the writer of a document knows which terms are qualified as necessary and sufficient terms in the given documents. compound noun is used in the given corpus. In this sense, their proposal is basically a unithood-based method. Hisamitsu and Niwa (1999: 475-484) and Hisamitsu (2000:320-326) propose a way to measure termhood which counts how far the given term is different from the average of term distribution.
Basically their measures use word co-occurrence, log-likelihood ratio of distribution. Kageura et al.
(2000:397-403) use the frequency with which a Japanese word and its English counterpart co-occur in a bi-lingual document set. All of them try to capture how importantly and independently a writer regards and uses individual terms in a corpus. In our experiment, we basically employ the method proposed in (Nakagawa 1997:598-611, Nakagawa and Mori 1998:64-70 ) with some improvements as described in section 3.
Term Extraction and Ranking
As already described, we are not dealing with bilingual parallel corpora but with non-parallel comparable corpora. That means that we can not use the information obtained from sentence alignment between corpora in two language. Thus, we need another type of information for disambiguation of lexical translations. For this purpose, each word is given a rank which is usually used for automatic term recognition (ATR henceforth) task, such as term frequency, tf·idf, etc. We extract two sets of words from Japanese and English corpora respectively in ATR. The extracted words are ranked according to the evaluation measures of the particular ATR method.
In order to extract domain specific words from the given corpora, we have to rank them according to their termhood (Kageura & Umino 1996:259-289) described in the previous section. Obviously the relation between the simple word and complex words which include the simple word is very important.
Enguehard and Pantera (1994:27-32) use this relation to find important technical terms that are single nouns or compound nouns. Nakagawa (1997:589-611) and Nakagawa and Mori (1998:64-70) focus on an ATR method using this relation, too. In technical documents, the majority of domain specific words are complex words, more precisely compound nouns. In spite of huge numbers of technical words being compound nouns, very few single nouns contribute to make these compound nouns. Considering this fact, Nakagawa has proposed the ranking method which measures the importance of each single noun.
His ranking method measures how many distinct compound nouns contain the single noun as their parts in a given document or a set of documents. Pre( simple word ) and Post( simple word ) are introduced for this purpose, and defined as follows.
Definition 1
In With these Pre and Post we assign each candidate term the score which indicates how likely each term candidate is a term which we want to extract. However, remember the observation that the majority of Post. Here we use the following definitions because they are very flexible, nonetheless they are very simple. 
Translation Disambiguation
In this section, we describe the translation disambiguation method we propose.
Normalization
As described in section 3, we extract two sets of words from Japanese and English corpora respectively
The extracted words are ranked according to the evaluation measures of the particular ATR method. Since we use comparable corpora of the same academic or technology domain, extracted words of one language probably find their translations among extracted word candidates of the other language if the corpus of each language is large enough to cover the majority of terms being specific to the academic or technology domain. In this situation, we propose a translation extraction method described in the following. As stated in section 1, we use the rank of each candidate term in each language. For this, the rank of each language should be comparable. Thus the rank of a word in language X is normalized by the number of words in the set of words extracted from the corpora in language X. In our method, we use the following normalization.
Suppose that Nx is the number of candidate terms extracted from the corpus in language X where X is either A or B. Also suppose that the rank of a term T is Nx_rank(T) in the whole Nx candidate terms. Then the normalized rank used here is defined as follows.
Rank(T) = 100 Nx_rank(T) / Nx
This normalization is quite different from (Fung 1995:173-183 ) which normalizes by the number of occurrences of the word. Her normalization depends on the size of corpus. On the contrary, our normalization depends not on the corpus size but on how well the corpus covers domain specific terms of the academic domain the corpus deal with. Obviously our normalization is more relevant to the academic content the corpus deals with.
In the ranking and normalization procedure we use the whole set of candidate terms including compound nouns in Japanese and compound terms in English. As described earlier, we focus on an extraction of translation of single noun. Then the question is why not only single nouns but also compound nouns or compound terms are contained in the ranking. The answer is this. In order for ranking single noun terms according to their importance in the specific domain, it is more reliable to use all candidate terms including compound nouns than only to use single noun terms. Let's consider the following example.
Suppose the following candidate terms ranked according to their importance. Candidate single noun terms: 1:term, 2:information, 3:noun, 4: extraction Then the differences come to be: difference(term,noun)=2, and difference (noun,extraction)=1.
In this example of candidate single noun terms, "noun" is more similar to "extraction" than "term."
Clearly, as known from this example, differences defined with candidate single noun terms do not reflect the difference of importance between two terms. Thus we decide to use all candidate terms in ranking.
Disambiguation
At this moment the situation we are facing is that the word Ta of language A usually has more than one translated words Tb 1 (Ta), Tb 2 (Ta),... in language B. Then the problem we have to solve is disambiguate these translations. Before going the detail of disambiguation method, we define the distance of words in language A: Ta and its possible translation in language B: Tb(Ta) as follows.
distance(Ta, Tb(Ta))= |Rank(Ta) Rank(Tb(Ta))|
Then we disambiguate translations by the following basic idea.
Basic Idea
If Tb i (Ta) is more relevant to Ta than Tb j (Ta) is, then distance(Ta, Tb i (Ta)) < distance(Ta, T j (Ta)) .
The opposite direction also holds. (Ta, T 2 (Ta)) < … Then, owing to the basic idea described above, the word to be selected as the most relevant translations of Ta is Tb 1 (Ta) . The second most relevant translation of Ta is Tb 2 (Ta), and so on.
As easily seen, the computational cost of our method is much smaller than the previous methods (Rapp 1999 :519-526, Tanaka and Iwasaki 1996 :580-585, Fung and Yee 1998 ) that use computationally heavy contexts matching between source and target language corpora. Now, we have two problems. The first problem is to evaluate how accurate this selection mechanism is, in other words, to what extent Basic Idea holds. We will show the experimental results and their evaluation for this problem in section 5. The second problem is to select the ATR ranking method which fits best for Basic Idea. The ranking method we described in section 3 fits well for this purpose because the Imp-based rank reflect terms' importance as domain specific term and does not directly depend on corpus size as mentioned in section 3. In section 5, we experimentally evaluate the proposed disambiguation methods for lexical translations based on two ranking methods.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the method for disambiguating lexical translations which we outlined in section 3 and 4. The source language is Japanese and the target language is English.
Basic dictionary for translations
It is almost impossible to acquire lexical translation from bilingual comparable corpora from scratch.
Thus we use bilingual dictionary to get a first approximation of lexical translations. For the purpose of getting Japanese-English translation, we use EDICT(Breen1995) which is a machine-readable Japanese-English dictionary consisting of about 64151 entries. Each entry which is a Japanese word is associated with an English translation or translations. The average number of English translations of one entry is 1.63. Therefore the resultant translations coming directly from the dictionary is often ambiguous.
Thus it is essential to disambiguate them. Henceforth, we use the following notations. Tj denotes a
Japanese word and
Te(Tj) is the English word which is translated by EDICT. If we have multiple translations by EDCIT, TeI(Tj) is the I -th translation in terms of normalized rank mentioned in section 4.
Corpora
The corpora we use for this experimentation are the Japanese test collections and English test collections used at NTCIR Workshop-1(Kando and Nozue 1999). They consist of Japanese and English abstracts of papers of four academic societies, namely Japan Architecture Society (JAS), Institute of Electric Engineering (IEE), Institute of Electronics and Communication Engineering (IECE), and Information Processing Society of Japan (IPSJ), published in Japan. Numbers of abstracts of each of these corpora are shown in Table 1 . Parts of these bilingual corpora are parallel. The percentages of parallel text in the four corpora are also shown in Table 1 where "parallel texts ratio" is defined as follows.
Parallel texts ratio = (ParaJ ParaE)
1/2 where ParaJ=(Number of parallel abstracts)/(Number of the whole Japanese abstracts)
ParaE=((Number of parallel abstracts)/(Number of the whole English abstracts) 
Morphological Analysis and POS Tagging
We use morphological analyzer Chasen (Matsumoto 1997) for Japanese corpora, and Brill's tagger (Brill 1994) for English corpora to extract terms. In order to process Japanese corpora, Chasen segments out words from Japanese sentences, and at the same time it assigns a part of speech tag (henceforth we call "POS tag") to each word. Then we extract an uninterrupted sequence of nouns as a candidate term.
As easily known they are single nouns or compound nouns. On the other hand, to process English corpora, Brill's tagger only assigns a POS tag to each word in English sentences. Then we extract, as a candidate term, the following four types of linguistic patterns written in regular expressions defined in Perl language and their combinations using assigned POS tags.
(1) [noun] (2) adjective (noun | adjective) * noun (3) noun "of" noun (4) foreign word
Ranking
We compare two ranking methods. The first ranking method we use is based on Imp described in section 3. In this ranking method, single nouns and complex nouns are treated equally. The second ranking method is based only on word frequencies. This ranking is used as a baseline. Of course they are normalized as stated in section 3. Tj has a one-to-one correspondence to Te(Tj). This is an ideal case, where the disambiguation of translations of Tj has already been accomplished. In other words, this is the first useful result we obtained by comparing two word sets extracted from Japanese and English corpora. As stated before we only focus on a translation of single noun. Then, in Table 2 , we show the number of the single nouns having one-to-one translation and the number of single nouns having one-to-N (N>1) translations in 10,000 highest ranked extracted candidate terms from four corpora described in Table 1 . As said before, the majority of technical terms are compound nouns. Therefore the numbers of single nouns are small shown in Table 2 . We also show an average number of translations per one-to-N translation of single noun in Table 2 . (Tj,Te(Tj) ) are. In this experiment, we use terminology dictionaries (Aoki1993, Hirayama1995, Nagao1990) to extract correct translations between Japanese terminologies and their English counterpats. In Table 3 -6, we show the recall and the precision for each of four corpora.. Note that recalls and precisions shown in Table 3 -6 are calculated against all single nouns that have only one-to-N translations. We also show the precisions of all single nouns including both of one-to-N translations and one-to-one translations, that we call "Precision-all" in Table 3 -6. In the first rows, second rows and third rows of Also in Table 3 -6, Imp means Imp-based ranking and FB means frequency-based ranking. in almost all cases. That means that the extracted single nouns from the bilingual corpora we use cover all single nouns listed in the dictionaries(Aoki1993, Hirayama1995, Nagao1990). From these results, our method to extract candidate terms is known to be powerful enough for actual use at least about single noun translation. If we focus on precision-all that is a precision of all single nouns including both of one-to-one and one-to-N translations, our method is very near to the practical use. However, if we take into account both recall and precision of one-to-N translations, which are strict evaluation, we still have to improve the quality of translations automatically acquired. As for ranking method, the Imp-based method is slightly superior to a simple frequency-based ranking method. Moreover, since our method aims at disambiguation of translations for non-parallel corpora, we evaluate three cases where the parallel texts ratio, defined previously, is 0%, 50% and 100%, respectively, and show the results in Table 7 and 8. Actually in these tables, R(0), R(50) and R(100) mean recalls of one-to-N translations for parallel texts ratio = 0%, 50% and 100%, respectively, and P(0), P(50) and P(100) are precisions of one-to-N translations for parallel texts ratio = 0%, 50% and 100%, respectively. At this moment we have calculated recall and precision only for the Institute of Electronics and Communication Engineering (IECE) corpora. As shown in Table 7 and 8, parallel text ratio has no effect on recall and precision. That means that our method is quite robust for extracting and disambiguating translations from non-parallel bilingual corpora.
One-to-one corresponding words
Moreover, the resultant recalls and precisions are almost the same in the cases of different parallel text ratios. That means that our proposed system is very promising to extract correct translations from non parallel bilingual corpora. In these results, we only use translations listed in bilingual terminology dictionaries (Aoki 1993 , Hirayama 1995 , Nagao 1990 . However, these dictionaries apparently fail to list up quite a few correct translations. In fact, the following translations are examples of automatically extracted translations by our method but not listed in the dictionary (Hirayama1995). Thus our method has already shown better quality in many translations than manually made dictionaries. This fact is encouraging and promising for the future of our method. 
Conclusions
We have proposed an automatic translation acquisition system for single nouns from non-parallel bilingual comparable corpora. Our method consumes less computation time than the previously proposed method. Nonetheless the quality of acquired translations is better as our experimentally evaluation with four Japanese-English bilingual comparable corpora indicates. The precision of the most likely translation is around 90%. If we take into account down to the third translation candidates, recalls are almost 100% and precisions are 70% or higher. These are very encouraging results even though the experiment is only for single nouns' translations. This is the first step towards an automated extraction system of translations of any kind of terminology including such as compound nouns, even collocations. Then the next problem to be solved is to extract and disambiguate compound noun to compound noun translations based on the single noun to single noun translations extracted by the method proposed here.
